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flood of light soundtrack

The Llamanati did nothing wrong

10/10. A cool mix between "Aether" from the Basement Collection and "Proteus". If you don't like games without goals, this is
not the one for you. Shu's Garden is one of those peaceful games with an enjoyable and colorful world. It's a game you can play
to relax, relieve stress, and just forget about your day to day life. A game doesn't need an end and I think people forget that. In
this game one must travel and encounter unique events on their own randomly. There is no goal, it's just a nice free roam. The
game features gravity, allowing the player to jump to new planets. The music is enjoyable and doesn't annoy after a while. If
you need a little relaxing escape, this game will not disappoint.. Great game. Has more of an emphasis on exploration and
combat rather than survival. No hunger to worry about. A bit on the easy side so far, but a lot fun :). There is no challenge
whatsoever. You can get trough the vast majority of the game by clicking randomly. The reason seems to be that the game has
only upgrades and powerups, with no raise in difficulty to compensate.

The story is generic and has nothing to do with the gameplay.

Visuals are the only redeeming quality of the game, but there is precious little of it and it isn't very original either..
กราฟฟิค - สวย ไม่กินเสป็ค เครื่องที่ใช้ เกือบกลาง-กลาง

CAT SCORE - [60%]. Given multiplayer support for this is local only, you'd expect at least some work might've gone into the
menu interface to make it usable for gamepads. It's really not. Once you've finally gotten into the game, it turns out that there's
nothing to recommend this over the original. You would've thought this would be an opportunity to make a couple of tweaks,
but if anything it feels worse than the original. Lazy lazy port.. Well made VR movie with a horror theme. It's free, so try it.
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This game is Awesome! need more people playing this!! Only thing is that it needs more people playing. Each class is strong in
its own way. This is a great pvp game. Its super new, you should buy it !! I can only see good things for this game coming down
the line.. Needs way more dexterity that I can provide to enjoy the game to its fullest: if you can't press and release several
buttons and an analog stick within an instant, you will not be able to get to a satisfactory level.
Globally for me this frenetic fingering doesn't feel like tennis. Checking videos on Youtube confirmed that: even top online
players do weird action frequently.
Compared to the concurrence the career mode felt less engaging.. I love the textures and detail that takes me back to old fallout.

Nothing in life is free... so just like the games on your tablet, its a freemium game, youre probably going to need to use real
money to buy things (which, you know, pays the programmers and designers wages and stuff) Maybe in the future you'll only
have to spend money on customisation rather than game play mechanics... but it's early access so lets assume their working out
the business model as well as the details of the game.

I'd love for it to have a singple player storyline and 30 or so maps where i can battle the computer but lets assume that can come
later after PvP (programming AI takes time you know).

Nice effort, love the idea, needs refinement.. Let me start off saying I really enjoyed this game for about the first 15 hours.

After about 15 hours, you are able to gain around level 55 in the game and have 29/30 on achievements. But for some reason the
developer decided to make an achievement for getting to level 99. Why you say? I have no idea since those last 44 levels are just
grinding the same tracks over and over again. Very annoyed and bored after getting to level 99. If an achievement for getting
level 99 is in the game, should be enough UNIQUE content to get to that and not requiring to replay the same boring maps over
again.

Overall I would stay away from this game, content is lacking and the game physics are AWFUL. My car would randomly flip
into the air when hitting a small stone.. As a matter of fact, I believe Tokyo Babel to be the best VN Available for purchase on
steam right now. Obviously, a title like this doesn't come out of nowhere, which is exactly I thought writing this might be useful.

To begin with, Tokyo Babel is a good representation of everything Chuuni. It has everything from Quotes to Edge and lots of
Action. What might make Tokyo Babel a bit different is how it develops most of its cast through battles. Doing this requires
quite a lot of good writing to make it work, it also means that there is quite a certain bit of talking during those scenes. However,
since all of these battles are to begin with Ideological it makes little sense for them to work and function like normal action
scenes. In a way this style of writing is what sets Higashide apart from many writers.
Higashide is capable of doing a lot with little text, the only problem with this is that the reader is also required to put some effort
to understand the cast and their conflicts. This is by no means negative for Tokyo Babel, but it means that for each person the
experience will be greatly different.

Reading Tokyo Babel Guarantees you quite a lot of fun, at least 30 hours of fun, On the other hand, what you get once you are
done, with these 30 hours or so, is completely dependent on you, the reader. It's your job to connect the dots and figure most of
the cast inner conflicts. In a way that's extremely rewarding. However, i can understand that it's not completely something
anyone will be comfortable with. Which is why you need to know this prior to reading Tokyo Babel.

Tokyo Babel for the most part contains great character, Awesome Villains who you will never get enough of. Here i have to
mention that technically each and every person in Tokyo Babel is a Villain of sorts. No one fights for the world or for the
Goodness in their hearts for that is a weak reason to live. To Live is to Fight, and to fight you need a reason that is stronger than
anybody and everybody.

In short, Tokyo Babel is Great please buy it.
. I can't not recommend this game. Literally, I can't. I've spent over 400 hours on this game. It won't let me close it. I tried
ending task, but I'm pretty sure my computer is haunted now. All my desktop icons are now Splice. My screen saver is Splice.
My start menu is Splice. My doorknob is Splice. I can't leave my room, but I'm pretty sure my parents are also Splice.
Somebody please send help.. Let me start by saying I have the boardgame version of this game and enjoy playing it. From
reading the game manual, the goal of the game is to recreate the mechanics of the boardgame.

The reason I had to go to the manual was due to a faulty implementation. Sound in the tutorials does not work, all I get a buzzing
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sound. Certain user interface components overlap, making it impossible to access what lies under the top layer. Cards, an
important component in the boardgame, are not yet implemented. There is no way to control graphics or sound through the use
of a settings or options menu. [There is an options menu which gives two sliders that are not labeled. Message to the developers:
this is rather useless.] (I'm running on an Alienware machine that meets all of the requirements for this game.)

After trying a different machine, I was able to try the tutorials and get through them. There are typos and some other minor
issues, but overall, it plays reasonably well. However, the lack of cards is annoying.

Update: I just tried the 1.06 patch and it's a big improvement. The game plays a lot better and the feedback from the game is a
lot better. Since they are updating regularly, I'm going to assume the cards and other fixes are coming and I will change my
overall review to "recommended".

Overall, this game appears to have been shoved out the door a month or two before it was really ready. I have hopes that these
issues will be addressed by the developers, however at this point I cannot recommend it. That's a shame because I was looking
forward to the game.
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